The response of the apical turn of cochlea modeled with a tuned amplifier with negative feedback.
In an earlier study [Hear. Res. 149 (2000) 55] velocity amplitudes of the outer Hensen's cell (HC) and basilar membrane (BM) were measured before, and at different times, after, sacrificing the animal. The velocity amplitude changed in a way that was characteristic of a negative feedback amplifier. A simple negative feedback amplifier model was proposed to explain the magnitude of the HC and BM velocity changes at CF. In the experiment tuning changed as well, both at the HC and BM. The model has now been extended to include tuning changes. The model response is compared with the experimental observations. The model is able to account quantitatively for the following experimental observations: (i) At the HC the tuning broadens and velocity decreases slowly after sacrifice. (ii) At the BM tuning sharpens and velocity increases at a faster rate. (iii) The velocity increase at BM is much larger than the decrease at HC.